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BOTH LAMB
AND SHEPHERD
by Pastor Proeber

Christianity is filled with paradoxes—that’s because Christ himself is a
walking, living, breathing paradox. To the human mind, a being who is
100% God and 100% man just does not compute. But that’s just the tip of the
iceberg; throughout the Scriptures, we find truths about Christ that seem to
be at odds with each other.
A hymn that is found in Christian Worship: Supplement, “You, Lord, Are
Both Lamb and Shepherd,” zeroes in on some of these mysteries that we find
in Christ. As an additional study, I’ll walk through the comparisons in this
hymn and offer the biblical basis for each phrase. I hope this serves you and
helps you trust that, though Christ can be confusing to our human minds, he
is the Savior we need and the Savior we have!
1. You, Lord, are both Lamb (John 1:29) and Shepherd (John 10:11).
You, Lord, are both prince (Isaiah 9:6) and slave (Matthew 20:26-28).
You, peacemaker (John 14:27) and sword-bringer (Matthew 10:34)
Of the way you took and gave (Isaiah 53:5 – Jesus took our punishment and
gave us blessing).
You, the everlasting (1 John 1:2) instant (Matthew 24:27 – could refer to
Christ’s return);
You, whom we both scorn (Isaiah 53:3) and crave (Psalm 73:25-26).
2. Clothed in light upon the mountain (Matthew 17:2),
Stripped of might upon the cross (Philippians 2:6-8),
Shining in eternal glory (Isaiah 60:19-20),
Beggared by a soldier’s toss (Mark 15:16-18),
You, the everlasting instant (see verse 1);
You, who are both gift (John 3:16) and cost (1 Timothy 2:5-6).
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4. Worthy is our earthly Jesus (Romans 5:15-17 – Jesus is called a man)!
Worthy is our cosmic Christ (Revelation 4:11)!
Worthy your defeat (Revelation 5:12) and victory (Colossians 2:15)!
Worthy still your peace (John 16:33) and strife (Isaiah 49:25)!
You, the everlasting instant (see verse 1);
You, who are our death (Romans 14:8) and life (John 14:6).

WANT TO SING ALONG?
This hymn is set to the same tune
as the Advent hymn,
“Lo, He Comes with Clouds
Descending.”
If you google the hymn, you will
find many videos of choirs singing
“You, Lord, Are Both Lamb and
Shepherd.”

Look at how entrenched this song is in Scripture! Look at all that our
Christ has done for us! Indeed, he is worthy of our praise today and always! †

RAISING CHILDREN TO BE FAITHFUL TO GOD
By Principal John Melso
How do I raise children to be
faithful to God? I’ve contemplated
that question often in my teaching
ministry. Some of my ex-students
have remained faithful, some have
slipped away but by the grace of
God came back, and others appear
to have completely walked away
from God. Of course, I can’t read
their hearts to be truly sure of their
spiritual health, but words and actions are indicators. Over time, I’ve
narrowed it down to three characteristics that seem to be the common denominators in all the cases
where the children remained faithful. I pray you will contemplate
them and consider how you will
strive in your mission to raise Christian children. Here they are:
The family was in the Word
They had a family altar. Spending time with God happened in the home and not just in
church. (Deuteronomy 6:7 “Impress

them on your children. Talk about
them when you sit at home and
when you walk along the road,
when you lie down and when you
get up.”)
The family had spiritual habits
The most important of these is
regular attendance in church.
(Hebrews 10:25 “Let us not neglect
meeting together, as some have the
habit of doing. Rather, let us encourage each other, and all the more as
you see the Day approaching.”)
The family was involved
in works of service
This service was modeled by
the parents and imitated by the children. (Matthew 5:16 “In the same
way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good
deeds and glorify your Father in
heaven.”)
I placed these three common
denominators as legs on a stool.
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Obviously, a two legged stool cannot stand, so all three legs are crucial to a stable structure. The Holy
Spirit works through the Word, so
the family altar can be considered
of greater importance. However,
spiritual habits and works of service
will strengthen the structure. I’ll
explain that later.
To keep this newsletter article
to a suitable length, I will include in
subsequent newsletters the details
about putting into practice each of
the characteristics. Even if this is
the only newsletter you read, I think
the basics of the three characteristics are simple enough to understand. †

Icons by Ilsur Aptukv from the Noun Project

3. You, who walk each day beside us (Matthew 28:20),
Sit in power at God’s side (Ephesians 1:20-21),
You, who preach a way that’s narrow (Matthew 7:13-14),
Have a love that reaches wide (Ephesians 3:18-19).
You, the everlasting instant (see verse 1);
You, who are our pilgrim (Romans 14:9 – Jesus’ earthly life could be viewed
as a pilgrimage) guide (Psalm 23:3).
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MEALS, MASKS, AND MUGS
CONSIDERING

by Staff Minister Randy Pahl
Greetings and post-Easter
blessings to you all. May the afterglow of our Savior’s resurrection still be burning brightly within your hearts and shining outwardly in your daily lives!
Well, it has been a fun and
busy time of year for everyone,
including our St. Paul’s Youth
Group (SPYs). As the school days
were winding down and preparations were being made for some
well-deserved time off during
Spring Break, we found ourselves
just a few short days away from
Holy Week and the final Lenten
worship service of the season.
The SPYs had been queried if they
would be willing to help with
serving and clean up for the
March 24 meal, and help did they
ever! From the cutting and serving of the desserts, to the pouring
of coffee and milk, to the bussing
of tables, it was service at its finest! Next, after everyone had left,
tables and chairs were washed
and stacked while the floor was
swept as the cafeteria was readied for school the following day.
We were also thrilled to have the
assistance of three young people

who have been unable to attend
our activities in the past! Special
thanks also go out to Mr. Kent
Schroeder and his wife, Kristie,
for their efforts in preparing and
helping to serve the delicious
soups and dessert for all to enjoy!
And, finally, thanks to all who partook of the Lenten meal and so
generously donated via free will
offering to our group!!
Next, as seen in the photos
below, Mr. Rick Stensberg joined
us on Saturday, April 10, for a
quick picnic type meal, as well as
with a unique creative opportunity. He shared with the SPYs a project he had done in the past – creating original religious designs
for facemasks and coffee mugs.
He has generously offered to print
these for group members’ personal use or as a fundraiser within
our congregation. Pastor Proeber
and I are interested, curious, and
looking forward in the days ahead
to see what may become of this
most generous offer. Be sure to
keep a watchful eye in the future
as the youth just might “unmask”
their latest designs! †

A CAREER
IN FULL-TIME
PUBLIC MINISTRY?
This can be an expensive
proposition, but we can
help. The St. Paul’s Pastor
Teacher Scholarship Fund
was developed to encourage our young people to
enter the full-time public
ministry by providing scholarship funds. Eligibility is offered to students attending
Northland Lutheran High
School or Luther Preparatory
School (juniors and seniors
only) and Martin Luther College or Wisconsin Lutheran
Seminary (all students).
Funds offered are based on
the availability of dollars in
the funds and are limited to
a maximum of $500 per student per semester. In addition, students attending
MLC may also be eligible for
matching funds from the
Congregational Partner
Grant.
Interested? Please see the
church office for an application. The deadline to apply is June 15, 2021. If you
have any questions, contact Mike Anderson, Financial Secretary for details. †
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IT’S A CADILLAC
By The Board of Worship
In what ways are cars and pipe
organs the same? That might
sound like an odd question, but
there are more things than you
might think. There are pedals, pistons, pipes, and plenty of buttons
on both; both require some level
of skill and training to operate
properly; both are used for specific purposes—cars are used primarily for traveling, while organs
are used primarily for beautifying
and leading singing in worship
services; and both require routine
maintenance so that everything
runs smoothly.
It’s a high-quality instrument
Every year, our pipe organ
has received such maintenance,
especially tunings. We recently
switched tuning companies, due to
a number of different circumstances. The Levsen Organ Company—
one of the few quality organ companies that still exists—is now
serving as our “organ mechanic.”
In their initial inspection, they
were blown away at the beauty of
the instrument. We believe you’ll
also be blown away at the value
they assigned to the organ:
$788,603! Our organ isn’t just a
point-A-to-point-B junker car; this
is a high-quality luxury vehicle!

to keep the organ sounding
mostly normal from Sunday to
Sunday. So, if you haven’t noticed that anything is “off”
about the organ, that’s why.
Even with that, about only half
of the capabilities of the organ
are in good working order. So,
“working magic” can only go
so far.
Ultimately, if these repairs are
not done, the organ will eventually
cease to function. In total, all of these repairs would come to $124,000.
Now, before you write that off as an
unreasonable number, think of this
like replacing an engine or transmission on a specialty car—only a
select few can do it and it’s going to
have a higher value than a “normal”
car.
We have a plan
Also, you should know these
pieces of information:


It’s getting run down
But there were also some
things they discovered that weren’t so great. To continue the car
analogy, there’s a lot of work
“under the hood” that needs to be
done—some functions have become completely unusable; others
need to be tweaked or replaced.
Our skilled organists have been,
to use the words of the Levsen
representative, “working magic”

tion is a loan from Wood Trust
that would cover the remaining
80% of the sum, which we
would have an option to pay off
in three or five years.

We can’t put off repairs



There is a contract in-hand that
breaks up the sum into more
manageable portions. The first
payment (20% of the total—
about $25,000) would be due
when the contract is signed. The
contract has not been signed
yet, due to the fact that we are
responsible to pay this amount
upfront and do not have those
funds available at this time. So,
we would want to make efforts
to gather these funds as soon as
possible so that we can potentially sign the contract, should
the congregation decide to go
that route.
Our treasurer has obtained
quotes on financing options
from both Thrivent and WoodTrust. The most “favorable” op-
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The Board of Worship favors the
five-year option which would
result in paying about $1800/
month. That loan would not be
needed until Levsen actually
begins working on the organ,
which would likely not happen
until early- to mid-2022, due to
how much work the company
already has on their plate.

You have questions
You might have some questions,
as the Leadership Council did when
learning about all of this:


Could this have been avoided?
Not really; materials that are
used when building organs
simply wear down over time,
just like parts in a car wear out.



Why did we wait to say anything?
We wanted to present options
as to what the next steps could
be.



Could we wait until we are able
to fund the repairs without taking
out a loan? While that’s an option, by the time we would potentially come up with the funds,
the price of the repairs, along
with the repairs themselves,
could increase. Plus, the organ
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continued
from pg 4
could die out
by that time.
Basically, this
contract, along
with the loan
offer, is the best
scenario for what we need.


Could just a portion of the repairs be done? If we broke up
the repairs into smaller chunks,
it would actually cost more
money in the long run, due to
travel costs and hourly labor put
in by the “mechanics.”

So, what are we asking you to do?






Ask questions—any member of
the Council should be able to
help; talk to our organists and
see what it’s like for them to
“work their magic;” talk to
Chris Williams, the head of the
Board of Worship; talk to either
of the Pastors.
Consider if you would be willing to donate to this need
through gifts that are over and
above your weekly contributions.
Attend the Voters’ Meeting on
May 18, where a final decision
will be made as to what we will
do. †

On a warm spring day, the first grade class
had their reading lesson outside at the
shelter across the street from the church.
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WHAT IS CONFIRMATION?
By Pastor Plagenz
As you look back on your
childhood, what mile markers do
you remember and recognize?
Maybe some special birthday celebrations? Maybe you have pictures from a kindergarten or 8th
grade graduation? For many in
our circles I imagine Confirmation
is one of those mile markers. Oftentimes there are celebrations or
parties that accompany Confirmation to make it a special occasion. I
can still remember getting a new
dress shirt and tie to wear on my
Confirmation day. But what is Confirmation actually about? Why do
we as a church have Confirmation?
Simply put, Confirmation is a
public profession of the Christian
faith, following a period of instruction. It is a rite by which a person
is recognized as one who is
properly prepared to receive Holy
Communion. The purpose and
focus of Confirmation, as with everything we do, is focused on God.
It’s an opportunity for young people to announce publicly that they
believe in the Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit. It’s a vow they make,
that this faith will not be just in
word but also in action—that their
whole life be patterned after this
faith. It’s them taking the next step
in their Christian maturity and receiving Christ’s body and blood in
the Lord’s Supper. And all of this is
only possible after much study in
Scripture and Luther’s Small Catechism through which the Holy
Spirit works. With all that happening, we rightly celebrate this occasion.
But how often do those two
things get mixed up? How often do
the celebrations become the focus? How often is Confirmation
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boiled down to a right of passage?
A graduation from church? How
hard the devil is working to take our
focus off God and his Word and to
put it on earthly novelties focused
on ourselves!
But this highlights even more
the importance of that foundation
that’s laid before Confirmation in
Scripture and the Catechism. There
we are assured that Jesus Christ
“has redeemed me, a lost and condemned creature, purchased and
won me from all sins, from death,
and from the power of the devil, not
with gold or silver but with his holy,
precious blood and with his innocent suffering and death” (Small
Catechism, Apostles Creed, 2nd
Article). Praise God for his grace
and forgiveness freely given in
Christ Jesus! May a proclamation of
faith centered on that grace and forgiveness always be what Confirmation is always about!
Confirmation this year will be
on Sunday, May 16th at the 10:30
service. Something new this year is
a Confirmation Banquet hosted by
the Board of Family Ministry. This
banquet will be a formal dinner for
the confirmands and their families,
the Board of Elders, the Leadership
Council, and the called workers. Its
purpose is to impress upon the confirmands and their families the importance of Confirmation, staying
connected to God’s Word, and how
remaining active in church can help
them take the next steps in their
spiritual life.
Please keep our confirmands
in your prayers and plan to attend
the Confirmation service on May
16th to show them your love and
support! †
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DIME AND DOLLAR IS COMING SOON
TO WISCONSIN RAPIDS!
Wish List:

Dime and Dollar is preparing to move from its current location in Stevens Point to Wisconsin Rapids in
the next month. We will be located at 1347 & 1351 8th
St., S., just to the east of LaTaqueria restaurant. This is
the plaza directly to the north of Pick ‘N Save and
across the street to the south of Aldi’s.







We need your help in many ways. Since the store
directly benefits Northland Lutheran High School, we
operate on a strictly volunteer basis. We need manpower for the move, but we also need your strength in
prayer to provide us with eager volunteers to work at
the store as cashiers, stockers, sorters, cleaners, etc.,
and we have material needs to function at a high level.
Please consider volunteering, donating, and shopping
at the store.








We have developed a wish list to help us do our
work for God’s glory. Already the construction and
materials for a new checkout counter are in place,
pricing guns have been purchased, a new vacuum
cleaner has been donated, and some shelving and
brackets have been purchased. We need large signs
to identify our location that will be costly. Please consider applying for a Thrivent grant to aid us in securing
all our needs, giving a monetary donation, or fulfilling
some items on our wish list.





Washer and dryer
Full size or ¾ size refrigerator
Laptop
Printer (prefer Canon) with ink (Total about $100)
Phone with answering machine and two extra receivers ($80)
Security cameras (about $300)
Two comfortable counter stools
Floor mats for entrances to store (industrial type)
Several anti-fatigue mats for volunteers behind
checkout counter and at sorting stations
One full length mirror (about $7)
New tempered glass for countertop for jewelry
case
Speaker system and means for playing music
throughout store
Paint
Miscellaneous supplies (brackets, shelving, plastic
molding, etc.

Welcome to our new members:
† Debbie Armstrong
† Elaine Clapero and her children
Charlotte & Maverick

Contact Jan Peronto at (715) 421-3365 or (715) 3402809 (cell) or email at JKP111310@gmail.com to donate or if you have questions. †

Tentative dates to remember

Baptized:
† Boone Michael Krug, son of
Kevin & Maggie Krug

Thursday, May 20th – Beginning to move and paint
at the new location.
Wednesdays, May 26th and June 2nd – Possible
donation days in Wisconsin Rapids
Saturday, June 12th – Grand Opening

Went home to the Lord:
† Irma Hellner
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SPECIAL GIFTS AND MEMORIALS
Through April 18, 2021
Cheerful Givers
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer given by Barb Manz
 In memory of Clara Bottensek given by Barb Manz,
Stephanie Bathke, Anita Simenson, Jerry & Linda
Cummings, Russell & Rachel Steindorf, Marvin &
Dorothy Raasch, Ronald & Marliss Steindorf, Mark
& Kathy Meroner, and Cynthia Wuestenberg
 In memory of Karen Obsuszt’s dad, Larry Tohm,
given by Barb Manz
Mortgage
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer given by Carol Newsom, Terry & Helen McAuley, and other family &
friends
 In memory of Clara Bottensek given by Carol
Newsom
Willing Workers
 In memory of Clara Bottensek given by William
Neubauer, Terry & Helen McAuley
Endowment Fund
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer given by Mike & Judy
Anderson
 In memory of Clara Bottensek given by Mike &
Judy Anderson
Pastor Teacher Assistance Fund
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer and Karen Obsuszt's
father, Larry Tohm, given by Tom & Barb Reitz
 In memory of Clara Bottensek given by Tom &
Barb Reitz, Edna & Faith Haferman

Current Expenses
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer given by Kathleen
Bouton Ito
 In memory of Joe Feaster given by Randy & Pat
DeBoer
 In memory of Gordon Strehlau given by Roger &
Diane M. Pomplum
School
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer given by Amanda
Luebeck
 In memory of Karen Obsuszt father, Larry Tohm,
given by Kathy Jackson
 In memory of Greg Martin given by Elaine Martin
Sunday School
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer given by Roger &
Gayle Beyer, Richard & Lori Parolini, and other
friends & family
St. Paul's Youth Group
 In memory of Jerry Lang given by Robert & Katie
Schalow
St. Paul's Student Assistance Fund
 In memory of Karen Obsuszt's father, Larry Tohm,
given by Mike & Judy Anderson, Edna & Faith
Haferman, Jim & Jeanne Jackson, Marilyn Foley
 In memory of Dorothy Beyer given by Edna & Faith
Haferman, and other family & friends
 In memory of Leon Provost given by Harvey Pierce

CATECHISM CORNER
When we speak of Christ’s humiliation, we aren’t using the word as we commonly do, as if someone has done something embarrassing or worthy of shame. What do we mean when we speak
of Christ’s humiliation?
Philippians 2:6-8 Though he was by nature God, he did not consider equality with God as a prize to be displayed, but he emptied himself by taking the nature of a servant. When he was born in human likeness, and
his appearance was like that of any other man, he humbled himself and became obedient to the point of
death—even death on a cross.
2 Corinthians 8:9 For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that although he was rich, yet for your sakes
he became poor, so that through his poverty you might become rich.
Jesus’ life and work, from the time of his conception, were very different from what we would expect for the Son of
God. He chose not to make full use of his divine powers. Instead, he voluntarily submitted to a very humble and
lowly life that ended with death on a cross.
- Luther’s Catechism © 2017 NPH
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